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Connect wi th us ast fortnight we launched our very first 
issue of Sitchu Living magazine and the 
response has been overwhelming. Thank 

you to our readers and our online community 
who liked, shared, tagged, commented, and 
most importantly, headed into their local Belle 
Property or Hockingstuart office to pick up a 
copy. Our vision for Sitchu has always been to 
inspire and inform both inside and outside the 
home, and we’re so thrilled to be able to bring 
this to life in print. 

In this issue, we take an exclusive look at interior 
designer Jillian Dinkel’s modern-luxe Manly 
abode, plus, get Jillian’s expert tips on styling 
your own home. In our destination guide we 
slow things down exploring Noosa’s beachside 
lifestyle and in property, we discover the ins 
and outs of investing in your own piece of 
paradise in our guide to buying a holiday home.  
I hope you enjoy the read, and don’t forget to 
check our socials on Wednesday 12 February 
as we announce the winner of our amazing 
#sitchuliving launch competition! 

L

Editor-in-Chief

HOLLY PERKS 

Holly
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How an interior designer transformed her tired looking terrace into a dreamy family-home

HOME TOURHOME TOUR

“Having lived for many years in tiny 
apartments in Manhattan, I consider 
myself a small space survivor, and an 

expert in making every millimetre count!”

‘‘  W
A Neglected Heritage-Turned-

DESIGNER-TERRACE
here summer vibes linger year-round, Manly 

on Sydney’s Northern Beaches is a dreamy 

locale to raise a family. Ocean swells, foreshore 

reserves, national parkland, and a vibrant 

village that’s pulsing with on-trend bars and global eats. Among 

all of this, Jillian Dinkel, a Sydney-based interior designer, 

transformed a tired-looking terrace into a family home that 

simply wows from the moment you step through the front door.

 

“The house is on a beautiful street filled with other heritage 

homes, but this one had been badly neglected for decades – it 

was poky and dark and filled to the brim with furniture and 

garbage, and the smell was almost unbearable!” says Jillian.  

“But from the moment I saw the original cornices, the plaster arch 

of the hallway, and the soaring 3.3-metre high ceilings, I knew it 

was my home.”

 

Starting out as a fashion stylist in New York, Jillian spent a decade 

travelling the world working on photoshoots – giving her a sense 

of what true luxury is and the thoughtfulness that goes into the 

most intricate details. Transitioning into interior design, Jillian 

now works primarily on period homes in Sydney, where she 

blends traditional architectural features with contemporary 

furnishings and art. But it’s the moments of drama in the homes 

she creates that really pop.

 

For her terrace house in Manly, Jillian pulled out all the stops, 

converting what was a two-bedroom, single bathroom house 

into a luxe three-bedroom, two-bathroom home. And as keen 

entertainers, the dramatic entry and welcoming open plan 

kitchen and lounge room were high on the agenda. 

 

“The goal was always an elegant and sophisticated home for 

our growing family. I reworked the home’s layout and selected 

colours, wallpaper and lighting to highlight the original features,” 

says Jillian. “Inspired by my travels and experiences, this home 

reminds me of my childhood in the south and my 20s spent in 

New York.”

 

Indulgent from the moment you arrive, the home opens 

into a dramatic entryway, which is reminiscent of a New 

York brownstone vestibule. Original kauri pine floorboards,  

marble floor tiles, wall panelling that was designed by Jillian, 

and the wallpaper and pendant lighting were imported from the 

United States. 

 

Off the hallway, the living room is a sophisticated yet welcoming 

space with lambskin cushions, a vintage Calacatta marble coffee 

table (one of Jillian’s favourite pieces), and a sleek bar cart. Jillian 

also had the original wood-burning fireplace reinstalled, and a 

Samsung Frame TV placed above, a discreet piece of tech when 

the TV is in art mode. 

 

For the master bedroom, Jillian created a hotel at home feel by 

painting the walls and ceiling a Dulux “Klavier” (a shade of black), 

which envelopes the room that features a four-poster bed and  

a French cane bedside table. The ensuite is decked out with  

wall-to-wall, steel frame partitions that section off the shower, 

while handmade Apparatus Studio lights create a warm, subtle 

glow over the custom bronze trimmed shaving cabinets and 

custom-designed marble vanity.
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HOME TOUR

But, hands down, Jillian’s favourite room is her kitchen and small dining 

nook that not only boasts two arched windows with ocean glimpses, 

but also features her beloved vintage Cesca dining chairs. 

 

“I was incredibly inspired by the original wedding cake style cornices 

– I designed a curved island that incorporates our main sink and a  

Zip hydro. I hand-selected the Hermes marble, which is used across  

the kitchen.”

 

Jillian continues. “The cabinetry is hand-painted in Dulux “Blue Metal” 

with aged brass handles from Armac Martin. I love our ILVE Nostalgie 

range with bronze handles that will patina with time, and the six-gas 

burner is a dream when entertaining. I always include an appliance 

cupboard when designing a kitchen, and the same applied here.” 

 

Having lived for many years in Manhattan, Jillian knows how to make 

every millimetre count. By reducing the size of the guest bedroom,  

it gave Jillian enough room to create a large storage closet accessible  

from the main hallway. She installed shelving from the ground up,  

using every bit of the 3.3-metre height while the laundry got a  

full-height cabinet to hold cleaning supplies and home utility items 

behind closed doors. 

 

Masterfully reconfigured and thoughtfully designed, Jillian admits  

that she loves to rework a tricky floorplan, which is precisely what 

she did with her terrace house. And it’s all perfectly positioned in a 

beachside suburb that blends the best of city and coastal living. “To us, 

Manly is the perfect compromise of beach and city. A “big” little town 

with a great community feel.”

Interior Design
Jillian Dinkel Designs 

Photos
Hannah Blackmore

Words
Margaret Quilter

SHOP THE STYLE

Shop th e Sty le
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FROM MARBLE TO MONOCHROME, THESE CHIC FURNISHINGS , 
INSPIRED BY THE HOME OF JILLIAN DINKEL , WILL ADD A TOUCH  

OF MODERN-LUXE TO YOUR HOME.

1. Olde English Matt Black Wall Mounted Shower Arm , price on request, astrawalker.   2.  Scribe Lounge Chair, Saddle, $3,290, Trit House.    
3. Savannah Rug, Dust, RRP starting from $1,560, Armadillo & Co.   4. Zane Cushion Cover, $55, Barefoot Gypsy.   5. Skylar Bar Cart, 

Polished Nickel, $534, Pottery Barn.   6. 43” LS01 SERIF 4K UHD SMART QLED TV, $1,395.00, Samsung.   7. Bergamot Hand Care Duo, 
$75.00, Ms Brown.   8.  AB Concept Book, $215.25, Assouline.   9.  Sinclair Square 3 Seater Sofa, $3,570.00, GlobeWest.   10. Cane Chair 

Eliza, Black, $829, Trit House.   11.  Large Mongolian Cushion, $140.00, West Elm.   12. Vintage Exterior Wall Light, Industrial Finish, 
$110.00, Beacon Lighting.   13. Amara Curve Side Table, White Marble, $1,605.00, Globewest.   
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A REA GUIDE

CLO STUDIOS
A treasure trove of globally sourced 
furniture, art and jewellery, you’re 
guaranteed to fall in love with this 
beautifully curated store.

3/10 Lanyana Way, Noosa Heads
@clo_studios

SHOP

NOOSA

PLAYEAT
NOOSA NATIONAL PARK
Head here for lush wildlife walks, secluded 
swimming spots, and if you’re lucky, you 
might even spot a few whales and wild 
dolphins along the way.

Palm Grove Circuit, Noosa Heads 

LAGUNA BAY
The calm, patrolled Laguna Bay comes 
teeming with young and old beachgoers, 
who come in search of a refreshing dip and 
soft sand underfoot.

KAYAKING
See the sights from the water by renting a 
kayak for the day.

Pelican Boat Hire, 180 Gympie Terrace, Noosaville
@pelicannoosa

DRINK
WHISKY BOY
This contemporary and trendy bar is 
nestled on the Noosa River, and there are 
few better options to sit in the open and 
slowly drink the night away.

10/203 Gympie Terrace, Noosaville
@whiskyboynoosa

MISS MONEYPENNY’S
Miss Moneypenny’s is exactly what you’d 
expect from a stylish beachside bar; 
laidback bamboo chairs, ambient lighting, 
an easy-on-the-eye palette and a stellar 
drinks menu.

6 Hastings Street, Noosa Heads 
@missmoneypennysnoosa

PARADISE ARCADE
With its kitsch décor, Frida Kahlo murals 
and vivid tiling, this Mexican-inspired 
restaurant and cocktail bar comes with a 
generous serve of fun.

14/8b Arcadia Street, Noosa Heads
@paradisearcadenoosa

NOOSA WATERFRONT
Overlooking the tranquil inlet of the Noosa 
River and surrounded by lush greenery, 
this elegant glass-walled Italian restaurant 
promises a memorable evening.

142 Gympie Terrace, Noosaville
@noosa_waterfront_restaurant 

JUNGLE + CO
From cold pressed juices to plant-based 
salads, Jungle & Co is all about serving up 
deliciously healthy eats that improve your 
gut health.

Shop 3/19-21 Sunshine Beach Road, Noosa Heads
@jungle_co_  

DEPOT CAFÉ
A fun and bustling vibe, full tables and a 
coffee machine pumping out espresso 
shots, this spot knows how to satisfy the 
morning trade.

4/239-245 Gympie Terrace, Noosaville
@depot_cafe

J IMMY FOX
In the heart of the main strip you’ll find 
Jimmy Fox serving up delicious all-day eats, 
from hearty salad bowls to juicy burgers.

7/203 Gympie Terrace, Noosaville
@jimmyfoxnoosa

MR JONES & ME RESTAURANT
For a sophisticated yet casual dining 
experience, there’s no denying this local 
favourite with their modern Australian 
take on bistro classics.

301 Weyba Road, Noosaville
@mrjonesandmenoosa

EXPLORE NOOSA  with our curated 
suburb guide online and get to know the 
area’s lifestyle, people, property and area 
attractions.

LIVE

“Noosa is the epitome  
of relaxed coastal living.  

Home to some of 
Queensland’s most 

spectacular beaches and 
national parks, a thriving 

foodie culture and a myriad 
of events all year round, 

Noosa is the perfect  
lifestyle destination.”

– Belle Property Noosa

‘‘  Resident Expert

MEDIAN HOUSE PRICE
$1,184,293

MEDIAN UNIT PRICE
$678,962

MEDIAN HOUSE RENTAL
$675 PER WEEK

MEDIAN UNIT RENTAL
$492 PER WEEK

Source: CoreLogic Data

natural wonderland just two hours north of 

Brisbane, Noosa is a charming coastal locale 

famed for its laid-back surf culture, tropical 

ambience and infamous beachside dining. It’s no 

wonder this beachside gem has been a tourist trap since the 

early 1900s.

Graced with a sub-tropical climate and a picturesque  

National Park, Noosa is a playground for outdoor adventure. 

There are infinite coastlines to be explored and trails to be 

tramped, not to mention lush wildlife walks and secluded 

swimming spots.

But it’s not just about beaches and natural beauty. There’s 

a gourmet food scene that’s hard to beat. Don’t miss iconic 

Hastings Street – a buzzing food and shopping hub with 

endless alfresco eateries, independent boutiques and  

stylish bars.

 

With balmy temperatures all year round, it’s no surprise this 

sought-after pocket attracts tourists and beach lovers alike. 

But it’s not just holidaymakers who have fallen for Noosa’s 

charm and beauty, this postcard-worthy town has inspired  

a hub of creative types to lay their roots, proving it’s more 

than worthy of a permanent seachange.

Australia’s version of the Hamptons, this east coast jewel is a mecca for world-class food 
and luxurious boutique shopping, all set against a beautiful coastal backdrop

A

Looking to move? 
Visit sitchu.com.au to view the full guide. 
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PROPERTY ADVICE PROPERTY ADVICE

BU YING A HOLIDAY HOME

Looking to own your own piece of paradise?  
Before you take the plunge, consider these factors before you invest

CAPITAL

G R O W T H
THE BEST MONEY YOU’LL  

MAKE ON A HOLIDAY HOME 
WILL MOST OFTEN BE FROM  

ITS LOCATION DUE TO  
CAPITAL GROWTH.  

t this time of year, there’s nothing 
more appealing than owning 
your own private holiday retreat. 
Not least to cash in on additional 

rental income, but it’s also somewhere that 
you can escape to anytime you please. A 
coastal summer getaway is literally worth its 
weight in gold. 

But, like any investment, there are pros 
and cons to buying a holiday home, so it’s 
important to plan everything in advance 
before you sign on the dotted line. 

Whether you want a weekend summer 
hideaway or a rental property to subsidise 
your income, here’s how to make your 
investment count. 

Earning vs. Enjoying
The main advantage of buying a holiday 
home is exactly what it says on the tin – it’s 
a home away from home that you can easily  
escape to. But the first thing you need to 
consider, is the time of year you’d most like  
to use it. 

Earning a rental income from a holiday home 
is a major pro. Rental income also means 
running costs can be offset through tax 
deductions (like interest on a home loan and 
maintenance), but you can’t earn cash from a 
holiday property if you’re always staying in it. 

“One of the main challenges of owning a 
holiday home is that the time you’ll most likely 
want to use it, is also the time you can make the 
most money from it,” says Peter Hanscomb, 
CEO of Belle Property and Hockingstuart. 

“Upfront, you need to decide if you will forgo 
staying in peak periods, like school holidays 
and other national breaks, for the increase  
in rental income which you can expect over 
this time. If you prefer the flexibility of  
being able to stay in the property whenever 
you like, you can’t expect to make as much 
from rental yield, so it comes down to what 
you’re hoping to achieve” he says. 

Location, location, location
Location is key in selecting a holiday home. Not 
just because you’ll be visiting all the time, but 
the location is also your best chance of making 
ongoing income from a holiday property. 

“Location is important because it ensures 
supply and demand for property. If your 
holiday home is in a popular lifestyle location 
– while the downside may be the busyness  
of the peak periods, it also means you can rely 
on maximum occupancy,” says Peter.

“An example of a good location is along 
Australia’s coastline where you have strong 
visitation periods to take advantage of  

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
during summer, but also good facilities and 
infrastructure like cafés, restaurants and 
things to do, which will attract visitors and 
occupancy all-year-round. 

“Good infrastructure is also a pro if you intend 
to retire or move to your holiday home in the 
future; which is another advantage of having 
a holiday home in the first place as it gives you 
this option,” Peter adds. 

Marketing and management
You can’t earn an income from a holiday 
home unless it’s rented – and unfortunately 
it can’t be rented unless people know about 
it. In fact, according to localagentfinder.com.
au, presentation and marketing are the most 
important factors in attracting tenants. 

While these days there are a plethora of 
options for advertising a holiday home and 
managing tenants, many of these online 
platforms require you to do most of the work 
– which definitely falls into the cons pile. 

Luckily, there are alternatives to the online, 
DIY platforms. 

“Belle Property Escapes is the holiday rental 
arm of the Belle Property national real estate 
network that offers superior marketing, 
management and advice in terms of managing 
and maximising occupancy of holiday 
properties,” says Peter.

“Rather than doing the hard work yourself  
you can hand it over to the experts who 
have been selling, managing and advising on 
property for more than 20 years,” he adds. 

To find more property advice and tips, visit our 
Property page at sitchu.com.au/living/property

Upfront you need to  
decide if you will forgo 

staying in the peak periods 
like school holidays and 

other national breaks, 
for the increase in rental 

income.”
– Peter Hanscomb, 

CEO Belle Property Australasia  
and Hockingstuart

‘‘  

THE HOLIDAY RENTAL ARM OF 
BELLE PROPERTY’S NATIONAL 

REAL ESTATE NETWORK. 
BELLE PROPERTY ESCAPES 

OFFERS SUPERIOR MARKETING, 
MANAGEMENT AND ADVICE TO 

MAXIMISE OCCUPANCY OF YOUR 
HOLIDAY HOME BASED ON 20 

YEARS OF PROPERTY EXPERTISE.

T A X
EARNING A RENTAL INCOME 

FROM A HOLIDAY HOME IS 
A MAJOR PRO, AND RENTAL 
INCOME ALSO MEANS SOME 
COSTS CAN BE OFFSET BY  

TAX DEDUCTIONS.

All You Need To Know About A
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THE TOP WAY TO ATTRACT 
TENANTS TO A HOLIDAY HOME 

IS VIA PRESENTATION AND 
PROFESSIONAL MARKETING.

# 1

Belle Property 
Escapes

Words Megan Cocco


